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What is 
Natasha’s law? 

Food-industry companies like cafes, bakeries and delis 
all have something in common: they’re in the business of 
delighting customers with delicious food and drinks that 
brighten their day and keep them coming back for more. 

That’s what sets them apart from the competition and 
helps them build a loyal base of regular customers. 

But, as every food business owner and manager knows, the 
challenge doesn’t end with serving up great products – it’s 
also vital to comply with food-safety and labelling rules.

In October of 2021, the UK government changed the law 
surrounding how food allergens need to be labelled in 
certain instances for customers, meaning many retailers 
have had to adapt the way they do business. 

The change means that all businesses that prepare and 
package food on site for sale to customers, must ensure that 
their products are adequately labelled for all allergens they
may contain. 

The law came about in the wake of the tragic death of 
Natasha Ednan-Laperouse, following an allergic reaction 
to an allergen that wasn’t listed in the ingredients of a 
sandwich.

Natasha’s Law is designed to give those with allergies 
complete certainty that the pre-packaged for direct sale 
(PPDS) food they are buying is safe for them to eat. 

With two million allergy sufferers in the UK and studies 
showing that the number of people living with allergies is 
rising by 5% every year, Natasha’s Law is a vital piece of 
legislation to keep consumers safe. 

The law requires that PPDS food be clearly labelled with 
information on all potential allergens present and made to 
stand out so a customer can tell at a glance what they’re 
about to eat. Across the UK there has been overwhelming 
support from food retailers for the implementation of 
Natasha’s law.  

A 2022 study of 100 food industry 
businesses carried out by Brother UK 
found that 100% agreed Natasha’s Law 
will make customers with food allergies 
feel safer buying PPDS food. 

However, despite this positive step, many 
businesses are still raising challenges. 
A quarter (26%) of businesses shared 
that they are still finding it difficult to 
get information on Natasha’s Law and 
fewer people believe they have enough 
information on allergens in their workplace 
compared to 2020.  

So, what does all of this mean for you? 
And how can you adapt to keep your business on the front 
foot?
 
In this guide, we’ll explore the laws you need to follow, as 
well as outlining best practice that will give customers a 
better experience, ultimately helping your business flourish. 
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Is my business 
affected by 
Natasha’s Law? 

What does Natasha’s Law require?   

Natasha’s Law applies to businesses in England that produce foods pre-packaged for 
direct sale (PPDS) to customers on site.  

This applies to any type of business, including cafes, bakeries, and shops, who 
manufacture and package food items, such as sandwiches or salads, in preparation for 
sale throughout the rest of the day. 

Natasha’s Law does not apply to food items which are prepared directly in front of a 
customer – as in a deli where the customer can see and choose the ingredients that 
their food will contain.

For businesses who do make PPDS food products, the law is very clear on what will 
now be required to be considered legal. 

According to the new rules, PPDS food will have to clearly display the following 
information on the packaging: 

• Name of the food 
• Full ingredients list, with allergen ingredients emphasised (for example in bold, italics 

or a different colour) 
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What are the consequences 
of non-compliance?     

There are 14 allergens that 
must be mentioned on the 
labels, these are: 

Businesses who are found by health inspectors to not be 
following the new regulations could stand to face a fine of 
£5,000 per instance of non-compliance. And it’s not just a 
monetary impact that businesses face, those found in breach 
could see significant reputational damage, with longer-lasting 
consequences for customer numbers. 

Molluscs (such as mussels and oysters) 
Mustard 
Peanuts 
Sesame 
Soybeans
Sulphur dioxide and sulphites 
(if they are at a concentration of more than ten parts per million) 

Tree nuts (such as almonds, hazelnuts, walnuts, brazil nuts, 
cashews, pecans, pistachios and macadamia nuts). 

Celery 
Cereals containing gluten 
(such as barley and oats)  

Crustaceans (such as prawns, crabs 
and lobsters)  

Eggs  
Fish 
Lupin
Milk 
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How to create a 
compliant food 
labelling solution  

Simple solutions 
tailored to 
your business 

Handwritten labels

Pre-printed labels 

Brother has delivered tailored solutions for 
the food service and hospitality sectors 
for many years. Our label printers make it 
easy to create labels for allergen content, 
ingredients, barcodes, branding, pricing and 
expiry dates quickly and accurately, using 
thermal print technology without the need for 
inks or toners. 

A step on from handwritten labels, retailers 
can purchase pre-printed labels for their 
products. While these can be aquick solution 
to getting products labelled with the right 
information, they also have some down sides. 

Most pre-printed labels must be ordered 
in bulk, which can be costly and limits a 
retailer’s ability to make any changes to the 
ingredients list – which can increase the 
chances of wastage and takes up valuable 
storage space.

Creating a solution for full ingredients 
labelling for PPDS food needn’t be complex 
or expensive. 

Choosing the right technology can bring 
huge benefits, saving time and money, while 
ensuring compliance. 

There are different solutions for producing 
the labels you need, depending on your 
circumstances. Here are the options and 
how they work.  

Many small food retailers start using 
handwritten labels to manage their stock 
rotation and labelling requirements, before 
getting a technology solution in place. 

However, recent Brother research found 
that handwritten solutions are on the decline 
with the number using them to manage the 
requirements for Natasha’s Law falling from 
a third (32%) to a quarter (25%) since 2020.

The reason for this is clear. While handwritten 
solutions may seem low cost, they are more 
likely to leave retailers open to the risk of 
human error when reading a label. 

Additionally, they are a more challenging 
solution to train employees on, requiring 
in-depth knowledge of both the product 
and compliant labelling requirements.  

As labelling legislation becomes more
complex, it’s likely the use of handwritten 
labels will continue to decline in favour 
of simpler, digital solutions.  In any food business there will be things 

that change at the last minute, like 
substituting one ingredient for another. 

Instead, they will need to be able to print 
labels in real time, which will be more-or-less 
impossible without some kind of electronic 
food labelling solution.

That means food businesses can’t rely 
on pre-printed labels, or have a system 
using handwritten labels, which isn’t 
scalable in any shape or form.

Stephen Nolan, chief operating officer at nutrition analysis 
software developer Nutritics 
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Single-site solution 
using free software 
and a label printer
The simplest of digital systems, this uses a 
Brother TD thermal printer connected to a 
laptop or PC alongside Brother’s free P-touch 
editor label design software to create legible, 
accurate labels.  

By adding a battery pack, the solution can 
also become completely mobile without 
the need to be plugged in, eliminating wire 
clutter in food preparation areas. Since the 
introduction of Natasha’s Law, those using 
mobile solutions for their food labelling has 
increased, up from 44% of businesses to 
52%.  

To get up and running, all that’s required is 
a database of your business’ products and 
ingredients in Microsoft Excel. From this, the 
label design software formats the data to 
create information which can go on either 
pre-set templates, or you can design your 
own.  

For even more flexibility, our newer models 
offer the option of adding a tablet or smart 
device to the printer, removing the need to 
connect it directly to a PC or laptop. Instead, 
label templates and databases transferred 
directly to the printer, so they can be 
accessed and printed on demand, anywhere – 
the back office, kitchen or front of house.  

With a digital solution, training colleagues 
is also incredibly easy, giving you plenty of 
time to focus on other aspects of running a 
business, safe in the knowledge products 
are clearly and accurately labelled.  

Brother label printers utilise thermal print 
technology, cutting energy wastage and 
inefficiency, printing multiple label designs 
from the same roll, all without the need for 
inks or toners. 
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Integration with menu 
management systems 
A more advanced solution to meeting the requirements of 
Natasha’s Law is to integrate food labelling with a menu 
management system.  

Especially suited to businesses that have multiple sites, 
menu management systems enable you  to create clear, 
accurate food labels covering everything from calorific 
content and unit price to allergens and details of the staff 
involved in production. This gives both employees and 
customers easy access to any information they need on 
each product.  

These solutions typically work using a central database 
that contains all the ingredient, allergen and nutritional 
information in one place. The Brother system combines a 
TD thermal printer with tablet holder and third party software 
and applications, accessed through a tablet, creating a 
standalone solution that can be used anywhere on a site to 
create, edit and print labels.  

Brother printers are compatible with a variety of menu 
management solutions including NT Assure, Nutritics, 
Planglow, Marka, MyDill, Food Management Systems 
and many more to create a modern, holistic solution to 
food labelling.
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Spotlight: a specialist 
solution for compliance 

When Natasha’s Law came into effect in October 2021, it created a new 
product labelling challenge for food outlets across the UK. 

Stephen Leake, marketing & technical sales specialist at Fairfield Labels, 
explained: “The outlets that have struggled the most are the independents – 
coffee shops, sandwich places, delis and bakeries that don’t have the central 
support that their large-chain competitors do. These businesses needed to 
work out how to meet the new requirements themselves, so we wanted to 
solve that problem for them.” 

With this in mind, Fairfield Labels set out to create a solution that would make 
compliance easy and efficient, and they partnered with Brother UK to make 
the concept into a reality. Fairfield built its new solution around the Brother 
TD-2130N label printer, which helps to make compliant labelling, simpler, 
faster, and more accurate. 

Businesses simply need to input the relevant details, including ingredients, 
allergens, and shelf-life, into a ready-made Excel spreadsheet and the system 
does the rest, allowing members of staff to quickly select the item from a list 
and run off a label.  

Users can choose from two system arrangements to cater to the widest 
possible range of needs: one where the printer is connected to and controlled 
by a PC fulltime, and another where the required data is uploaded to the 
printer, which is then used as a standalone unit. 

Since launch, Fairfield has delivered more than 100 in-store labelling solutions 
to customers the length and breadth of the UK. One business even ordered a 
fleet of 25 printers to use across its chain of stores.

Stephen Leake, Fairfield Labels

The Brother TD-2130N was the ideal choice for this solution, as it’s 
robust enough to operate in busy food preparation areas without risk 
of damage, and its versatility in terms of being able to integrate with 
custom-designed systems is outstanding. 

The P-touch editor software is easy to use, and the 50mm-wide labels 
mean we’re able to display whatever information a business requires. 

But what really sets Brother apart is the availability and responsiveness 
of experts who are willing to work together to solve specific challenges.
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A simple, efficient approach 
The solution was a new Brother TD-4520DN professional 
network desktop label printer, working alongside Brother’s 
free P-touch Editor software, which enables users to design 
and print custom labels, including logos, images and 
barcodes. 

The printer can be simply connected to a laptop and 
batches of labels printed off for that day’s products.

It’s a very simple to use and efficient system 
and our labels look very professional, 
incorporating our logo. Once you’ve created 
a template, it’s very easy to edit it for 
different products. It means our customers 
can quickly get all the information they need 
about our food, so they can just grab and 
go. The technical support available from 
Brother was also excellent. We had a couple 
of queries during the initial set up, but we 
were able to call the Brother team, who gave 
us the answers we needed straight away.

Spotlight: 
Common Ground 
Common Ground is an independent coffee shop in the 
flourishing market town of Altrincham, Greater Manchester, 
which offers food to eat in and take away, all of which is 
freshly prepared on the premises. 

Common Ground serves the community seven days a week 
and employs 18 staff. In 2021 they decided to expand their 
offer by providing takeaway food for the first time, including 
sandwiches, salads and granola pots, all served from a 
chiller cabinet in-store. 

That meant their pre-packed for direct sale (PPDS) food 
had to be labelled with the name of the product and a full 
ingredients list, highlighting any potential allergens.

Julie Besbrode, Common Ground 
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Knowing your responsibilities 
Natasha’s Law provides clear guidance for PPDS products, but there are many other 
scenarios customers face that are not yet covered by regulations that give them the 
confidence they’ll be safe.  

By providing more clarity on ingredients and allergens, your customers will know they’ve 
found a place they can trust and be more likely to return. Here’s how you can further 
support your customers and give them the best possible experience: 

Takeaway
If you are delivering pre-packed foods, ingredient and allergen information must be shown 
firstly on the website or menu, and then on a label on the food itself. For takeaway food 
that isn’t pre-packed, labelling is not legally required, as customers can check for allergens 
or ingredients when they order. However, being transparent shows those with special 
requirements that you are serious about their needs. We would recommend including a printed 
label on each meal, highlighting allergens or dietary preferences.

For complete clarity, make sure that the allergen warnings are distinct – for instance with 
a brightly coloured label – to help avoid mistakes on delivery and unpacking. If customers 
will be picking their orders up from your premises, post signage that makes them aware of 
common allergens used in your ingredients, as well as prompts to ask staff for details.

Chilled for heating and eating and 
cook-at-home kits
If you are selling pre-prepared meals for customers to heat at home, or meal kits for them 
to recreate your recipes, you must follow PPDS rules. Make sure you include a label with 
the name of the food and the full ingredients list. It’s also a good idea to provide cooking 
instructions, as well as tips on how customers can avoid cross contamination when 
preparing the food themselves. How hot and chilled foods are transported is also key. For a 
more in-depth look at storage and temperature regulations, the Food Standards Agency has 
lots of helpful information. 

General advice 
For all three options – takeaways, heating and eating, and cook at home – it’s good practice 
to include a receipt and order summary on the bag. Using a printed, adhesive label not 
only provides clarity here, but can also be used as a tamper-evident seal, giving customers 
added peace of mind. 

Best practice 
beyond regulation  
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Equally, it’s likely that the requirements for wider food labelling may become more stringent in the future.   

For example, from April 2022, restaurants will be required to list calorie information within their menus. A move some 
industry professionals see as a precursor to more detailed nutritional information also being required on food labelling. 

As food labels become more detailed, management of that information will be increasingly important.

Those businesses that have prepared by implementing a scalable, accurate digital food labelling system will be well 
placed to adapt to changing requirements and remain compliant now, and in the future, – keeping their businesses and 
their customers safe. 

Natasha’s Law represents a significant step forward in food safety regulation and has 
undoubtedly already helped to save lives, however, some have argued that it isn’t 
necessarily a complete solution for people with severe food allergies. 

While consumers are now able to check ingredients lists on food packaging to see if a 
product contains an allergen as an intended ingredient, it doesn’t tackle the potential for 
cross-contamination in busy kitchens. 

For some allergy sufferers, even small amounts of less than one milligram of an allergen 
may cause a severe and dangerous reaction. As a result, many business leaders expect 
further legislation to appear in the coming years. 

The future for Natasha’s 
Law and food labelling

Natasha’s Law is about the actual ingredients 
in the food and doesn’t deal at all with issues 
around the production environment and 
cross-contamination. 

Someone with an allergy can react to a trace 
contamination just like an ingredient. 

Giving consumers information about ingredients is 
great, but what if there is also a potential risk from 
other allergens that are inadvertently present in the 
environment? 

Natasha’s Law has provided a focal point and a 
lot of good things have happened in the industry 
as a result of the campaign, but the legislation itself 
only answers one specific aspect ofthe problem of 
allergens. It’s a good start, but I think it’s inevitable 
that there will be more legislation.

Phil Dalton, head of regulatory food at food safety consultants 
NT Assure
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Contact:

Shepley Street, Audenshaw,  
Manchester, M34 5JD

Get in touch for more information on 
Brother and how we can help futureproof 
your food labelling needs.

Contact us: 
brother.co.uk/food-labelling 
enquiries@brother-uk.com
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All specifications correct at the time of printing (April 2022) and are subject to change. Brother is a registered trademark of Brother Industries Ltd. Brand 
product names are registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective companies.


